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Aims of education

An aims of education is concerned with providing the much 

needed direction for the educative process. Following are 
the aims:-

 Utilitarian

 Vocational

 Social

 Intellectual

 Physical health and well being

Character development

Moral development



Cultural development

Mental and emotional development

Autonomous development

Education for leisure

Self realization



Utilitarian:- It is concerned with providing 
knowledge and skill required by the child for 
leading his day to day life.

Vocational:- It prepares the child to earn in his 
life to lead a productive life in a society.

Social:- It gives assistance to child to become 

a member of society.

Intellectual:- It is essential for acquiring 
knowledge, thinking, reasoning, judgement 

and generalisation.



Citizenship:- It motivates a child to 
perform his duties in society.

Physical health and well being:- It 
prepares the child to lead a healthy life by 
providing knowledge and creating 
positive attitude towards health.

Character:- It assists the child to develop 
certain human values, attitude and habits 
required for building desirable character.

Moral:- It helps to develop moral values 
such as honesty, truthfulness, justice, 
courage, purity etc.



Cultural:- Education helps child to 
become more cultured and civilized.

Mental and emotional:- Education trains 
child to gain adequate mental and 
emotional maturity.

Autonomous:- it helps child to act and 
develop the skill of independence or 
autonomy.

Self realization:- Education helps to 
identify child’s own potentials and bring it 
out to maximum possible extent.



Education for leisure:- It prepares child to use 
their leisure time for doing something useful.

# PRINCIPLES OF EDUCATION:-

To complete the socialization process

 To transmit the cultural heritage

Formation of social personality

Reformation of attitude

For occupational placement

Confirms individual status in society



Encourages the spirit of competition

Fosters participant’s democracy

Education imparts values

Acts as an integrative force

Provides values and orientation which are 
specific to certain professions
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